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Abstract
This paper presents a demand transformation analysis that maps a predicate’s output de-
mands to its input demands. This backward dataflow analysis for concurrent constraint pro-
grams is constructed in the framework of abstract interpretation. In the context of stream
parallelism, this analysis identifies an amount of input data for which predicate execution
can safely wait without danger of introducing deadlock. We assume that programs are well-
moded and prove that our analysis is safe. We have constructed an implementation of this
analysis and tested it on some small, illustrative programs and have determined that it gives
useful results in practice. We identify several applications of the analysis results to distributed
implementations of concurrent constraint languages, including thread construction and com-
munication granularity control. This analysis will enable existing computational cost estima-
tion analyses to be applied to stream-parallel logic languages. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc.
All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The cheapest source of large numbers of instruction cycles is found in networks of
low-end, o-the-shelf processors (workstation farms). However, loosely coupled dis-
tributed platforms remain notoriously dicult to program. It is possible that, by
using declarative languages with implicit, fine-grain parallelism, the programmer will
specify communication and synchronization at a suciently high level to make the
task of writing distributed programs economical for general-purpose applications.
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The present investigation considers concurrent logic programming and its genera-
lization, concurrent constraint programming. There are several problems with
implementing such languages eectively on loosely coupled, distributed memory
multi-processors. In particular, processes and messages can be too fine grained.
We believe that three tools would begin to address these problems.
1. Computational cost estimation [12,13,26] gives estimates of the computational cost
of a procedure as a function of its input size. This is useful in establishing a thres-
hold on input size above which it is economical to execute the computation
remotely, but existing analyses do not currently support stream parallelism.
2. Compile-time scheduling orders execution steps at compile time, assembling
threads and thereby reducing the overhead of runtime scheduling. It can also elim-
inate tests for suspension by reasoning at compile time about what data will be
available at runtime. It is likely that compile-time scheduling can be based on
the abstract transition systems developed in Ref. [3] for suspension analysis. This
is a subject for future work.
3. Demand transformation analysis finds out how much input is necessary for a pro-
cedure to generate a certain amount of output. For example, a process that
performs list reversal can begin producing output only upon receiving a nil-termi-
nated list. However, waiting can introduce deadlock if there are cyclic dependen-
cies or infinite data structures. Demand transformation analysis can be used to
identify an amount of input that it is safe to wait for.
The present discussion focuses on demand transformation analysis. We raise the
other two as motivation because this analysis can be used to enable them, as des-
cribed presently.
The application of demand transformation analysis to a predicate yields a map-
ping from an output demand to an input demand. Input and output demands are
measures of data, which in our context means how constrained the shared data struc-
tures must be. The current approach quantifies such a demand by specifying a non-
ground type, rather than for instance a term size. (A non-ground type [24,33] is a
regular set of terms that possibly contain unbound variables.)
The safety requirement of the analysis is that, if the input provided to the process
is less determined than required by the input demand, the output provided by the
process will be less determined than required by the output demand. For instance,
it is always trivially safe (albeit useless) to map any output demand to no input.
The languages we consider support stream parallelism. When partial input data
become available, the system must determine whether to begin executing the con-
sumer immediately or to wait for further input. There are often advantages to wait-
ing. When data must be transmitted remotely, waiting allows message size to be
increased, which reduces communication overhead. When creating a new process,
waiting allows a more accurate prediction of whether the computation-to-communi-
cation cost ratio would justify remote execution, based on input size and computa-
tional cost estimates. Computational cost analyses have been developed for use with
independent-and-parallelism [12,13,26]. In the context of stream parallelism the tech-
nique entails the introduction of additional synchronization constraints: execution
must wait until the input is suciently determined to enable the runtime system to
decide where to execute the process. Finally, waiting makes it less likely that a pro-
cess will be started only to suspend due to insucient input. Demand transformation
analysis determines when it is safe to wait. It identifies cases where it is justified using
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scheduling rules that promote coarse-grained parallelism, but that in general are
unfair.
Demand transformation analysis also enables a compiler to generate code that is
optimized knowing that a consumer process waits until its input demand is met be-
fore executing. When the consumer executes, the demanded input will already be
available locally. This eliminates the need for subsequent runtime checks and possi-
bly eliminates suspension. Compile-time scheduling can also be performed, genera-
ting code that consumes the demanded input without the intervention of the
runtime scheduler.
Applying demand transformation analysis to a process identifies inherent data de-
pendence of output on input. If a process waits on an input demand prior to execut-
ing, we can view this as introducing a dependence of all further output on the input
being waited for. The demand transformation analysis safety condition requires that,
if a process waits on the input demand computed by the analysis, the dependence
that is introduced was already present in the form of data dependence of output
on input. Thus, no new dependence is introduced. We prove that our analysis is safe.
Demand transformation analysis is not the only possible approach to finding safe
input demands. An alternative approach would analyze data dependence in the con-
text where the consumer is invoked. If the dependence added by waiting on an input
demand introduces no cyclic dependence, waiting is safe. An advantage of analyzing
the contextual dependences would be that cyclic dependence is probably relatively
rare. However, it has the drawback that it requires access to the source code from
which the consumer is called, which interferes with modular compilation and is en-
tirely unrealistic in many systems applications. By contrast, demand transformation
analysis can be carried out on a process without access to the code in which the pro-
cess is invoked. Note that these two kinds of analysis complement one another as
demand transformation analysis characterizes the process itself while the other char-
acterizes the context in which the process is used.
In functional programming, abstract interpretation has been used extensively to
analyze strictness, beginning with the seminal work by Mycroft [30]. There is a family
of analyses that generalize strictness by using the context of a function application to
justify more eager evaluation of the argument than would be justified by strictness
analysis alone. Methods that utilize context include projection analysis [9,35], evalu-
ation-transformer analysis [1,2], stream-strictness analysis [16], inverse image analysis
[14], and Lindstrom’s backwards strictness analysis [27]. Such methods, as well as de-
mand transformation analysis, can be collected under the general rubric of context
analysis. Although abstract interpretation has been applied to concurrent constraint
programming (CCP) [3–5,11,25,36] for many other applications, to our knowledge it
has never been used in the CCP or logic programming for context analysis. A pre-
liminary presentation of the current research appeared in Ref. [15].
Organization is as follows. Section 2 reviews the set of Herbrand constraints and
the powerdomain construction yielding our concrete domain of interpretation. It
further reviews the syntax and semantics of CCP. Section 3 presents the abstract do-
main used in the construction of our demand-transformation analysis. It specifies the
well-moding requirement on programs analyzed by our method. It also presents the
demand collecting semantics on which the analysis is based and the proof of correct-
ness of the analysis. Section 4 discusses the implementation. Section 5 presents a de-
tailed example of our analysis. Section 6 gives empirical results obtained by running
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the analyzer on various exemplary programs. Section 7 discusses other research in
abstract interpretation of concurrent constraint programming as well as on context
analyses for functional languages. Finally, Section 8 summarizes and suggests future
work. We include an appendix containing the proof of the main technical lemma.
2. Concurrent constraint programming
This section begins by reviewing the domain of existentially quantified Herbrand
equalities. While general CCP is based on cylindric constraint systems, we restrict
our attention to these Herbrand constraints; it is a matter of future research to gen-
eralize our analysis. The section then presents a construction lifting Herbrand con-
straints to the powerdomain that forms the concrete domain of our abstract
interpretation in the sequel. The section then turns to the syntax and operational se-
mantics of the CCP language, culminating in the operational demand transforma-
tion semantics that forms the reference point of our analysis.
2.1. Herbrand constraints and their powerdomain
We confine our attention to constraint domains based on equational theories.
Each individual computation has its constraint pool given by a possibly existentially
quantified conjunction of equalities over Herbrand terms. The domain of such con-
straints is given by C. We write HV for the set of possibly non-ground finite terms
over the countably infinite set of program variables, V , and some fixed, countably
infinite set of constructors (unevaluable function symbols). Each element of C has
the form 9x
V
i2I si  ti, where si; ti 2 HV , x  varsfsi  tigi2I, and I is a finite index
set. We use the standard first-order existential here: if r is a solution to some c 2 C,
then r0 is a solution to 9x:c, where r0 is any assignment that is identical to r on all
variables except x, where it is arbitrary.
It is standard to use some form of existential quantification in semantic construc-
tions to project constraints onto variables of interest. The following proposition is
useful for managing the introduction and elimination of local, fresh variables.
Proposition 2.1. 9x:x  y ^ c , c if x 62 varsc.
Proof. Suppose r is a solution for 9x:x  y ^ c. Then there must be a r0 that is
identical to r, except possibly on x, that is a solution to x  y ^ c. r0 is clearly a
solution to c as well. But, since x does not appear in c, that means r is also a solution
to c. For the converse, suppose there is a solution to c. Call it r. Because x does not
appear in c, r0 is also a solution to c where r0 is identical to r, except that it maps x to
the same value as y. Clearly r0 is a solution to x  y ^ c. This proves that r is a
solution to 9x:x  y ^ c. 
We take c1; c2 2 C to be ordered by logical entailment (implication): c16 c2 if
c1 ` c2. This makes false be the bottom element and conjunction yield the greatest
lower bound. It is hoped that this reversal of the familiar information ordering does
not distract the reader. This constraint ordering has the advantage of inducing a
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powerdomain ordering that agrees with the subset relation, which conforms with ab-
stract interpretation convention.
An important property in the sequel is that existentials are increasing: for all con-
straints c; c6 9xc. For further information on the general properties of cylindric al-
gebras and of Herbrand constraints, see respectively, Refs. [18] and [28].
We use the powerdomain as the concrete domain of our demand collecting seman-
tics. The powerdomain construction takes S1; S2  C to be preordered by the Hoare
preordering S1 v S2 if 8c1 2 S1 :9c2 2 S2 :c16 c2. S1 and S2 are Hoare equivalent if
S1 v S2 and S1 w S2. Briefly reviewing this standard construction, the quotient of
the power set }C with respect to the Hoare equivalence is a complete lattice whose
elements are equivalence classes partitioning }C. Each of those equivalence classes
contains a canonical representative that is downwards-closed with respect to 6 . Spe-
cifically, for S 2 }C, if d is the downwards closure of S, d is Hoare-equivalent to S.
The quotient domain is therefore isomorphic to and viewed as the domain of down-
wards-closed subsets of C, which we denote by } # C. Note that if S1; S2 2 }C
and if d1; d2 2 } # C are their respective downwards closures (i.e., canonical repre-
sentatives), then S1 v S2 if and only if d1  d2.
Proposition 2.2. For c1 2 d1; c2 2 d2 implies c1 ^ c2 2 d1 \ d2.
Our demand collecting semantics models computation over } # C. To support
the embedding of individuals, we introduce #: C ! } # C given by # c 
fb 2 Cjb6 cg. For instance, # true  C. Also note that b6 c implies # b # c. We
write varsd for the set of variables appearing (non-trivially) in maximal elements
of d.
Because domain elements are downwards-closed sets, conjunction of individuals
lift naturally to intersection of domain elements. We must also lift existential quan-
tification to } # C. Since downwards closure is not preserved by pointwise applica-
tion of the quantifier to a set’s elements, we implicitly follow pointwise application
by taking the minimal downwards-closed superset, which always exists. This addi-
tional step is necessary only because we find it convenient to work with the canonical
representatives given by } # C instead of the working directly with the Hoare-
equivalence classes discussed above. In this way we have 9V : } # C ! } # C.
Proposition 2.3. The following properties follow easily from the pointwise lifting of 9:
1. For c 2 C and d 2 } # C, c 2 d implies 9xc 2 9xd
2. For d 2 } # C, 9x9yd  9y9xd
3. 9 is \-continuous on } # C
4. For d 2 } # C with x 62 varsd, 9x# x  y \ d , d.
Proof. Proposition 2.3.3 follows easily from the pointwise definition of the existential
on sets. We prove Proposition 2.3.4:
c 2 9x# x  y \ d
() there exists a maximal b 2 d such that c69xx  y ^ b
() there exists a maximal b 2 d such that c6 b; by Proposition 2:1
() c 2 d: 
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For any finite set V  fv1; . . . ; vng of variables and any d 2 } # C, we write 9V d
as shorthand for 9v19v2 . . . 9vnd. For a syntactic object s; 9sd is shorthand for
9varsdnvarssd. Intuitively, 9sd restricts the constraints in d to the variables in syntactic
object s, while preserving downwards closure.
2.2. The language
We consider an instance of concurrent constraint programming (CCP – see
Ref. [31] for details). CCP is described by the following syntax:
Declarations D: :  jCl jD1;D2
Clause Cl: : px : - A
Agents A: : Stop j tellc j
Xn
i1askci ! Ai jA1kA2 j px
The agent Stop represents successful termination. In askc and tellc, c is a con-
straint. These actions work on a common store which ranges over C. The execution
of tellc in the store b sets the store to the conjunction c ^ b. askc is a guard: it
performs a test on the current store b and it is enabled if b implies c b6 c. It does
not modify the store. The guarded choice agent
Pn
i1 gi ! Ai non-deterministically
selects one guard gi that is enabled, and then behaves like Ai. If no guards are en-
abled, then it suspends, waiting for other (parallel) agents to add information to
the store. The symbol k represents parallel composition. The agent px is a proce-
dure call, where p is the name of the procedure and x is the actual parameter. The
meaning of px is given by a single clause of the form py : - A, where y is the formal
parameter. We use  as a shorthand for P2i1.
2.3. Operational demand transformation semantics
The operational model of CCP is described in terms of a transition system TD 
Conf ;! which is specified w.r.t. a given set of clauses, D 2 Progs, called a program.
Each configuration in Conf is a pair consisting of an agent and a constraint repre-
senting the store. A partial derivation is a finite sequence of configurations in which
adjacent pairs are related by!. A derivation is a sequence of configurations in which
adjacent pairs are related by! and that is infinite or whose final configuration is not
related to any other configuration by!. defnDA is the set of variants of rules in D
such that each variant has A as a head and, apart from the variables in A, has distinct
new variables. Table 1 describes the rules of TD.
The transition semantics of CCP considers infinite as well as finite executions. We
provide a formal definition of the observables of an agent as background for the de-
mand transformation semantics that our analysis approximates. In the following we
assume the program is fixed.
Definition 2.1. The mapping O: Agents! }C  C which gives the observables of an
agent, is defined by OA  OFinA [ OInfA, with
OFinA  fhc; bijthere exists B s:t: hA; ci ! hB; bi 6!g
OInfA  hc; lubn2xcni there exists an infinite derivationhA; ci ! hB1; c1i ! . . . hBn; cni ! . . .
 
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where 6! denotes the absence of outgoing transitions and ! denotes the reflexive
and transitive closure of !. We also define the set of observables corresponding
to the partial derivations:
OPartA  fhc; bi j there exists B s:t: hA; ci ! hB; big:
The following demand transformation semantics defines the mapping from output
demands to input demands that our analysis safely approximates. The definition says
that the input demand for an agent A is given by the set of input stores that each en-
able a partial derivation of A in which the computed output is at least as strong as the
output demand.
Definition 2.2. The demand transformation semantics for the program P and agent A
is given by DP : Agents! C ! } # C, where
DP Ab  fcj9hB; ai:hA; ci ! hB; ai & a6 bg
Note that each c 2 DP Ab corresponds to some partial derivation, d, that starts
with hA; ci.
3. Constructing a computable analysis
The technique of abstract interpretation [6] is used in the construction of the
analysis. The specification of the demand transformation analysis is obtained
from our demand collecting semantics (constructed below in Section 3.3) by re-
placing the concrete domain, } # C, with an abstract domain (presented in Sec-
tion 3.1) and reinterpreting the operations in the construction accordingly. The
abstract operations must upper approximate the concrete operations in the stan-
dard way [6]. When this is the case, the abstract interpretation of the demand
collecting semantics, which specifies the analysis that we have implemented,
can be shown to safely approximate the concrete interpretation by using stan-
dard techniques [6].
The construction of the demand collecting semantics is presented in terms of
the concrete domain. In Section 3.4, Theorem 3.1 relates that demand collecting se-
mantics to the demand transformation semantics presented in Definition 2.2 above.
Thus the formal relationship between the analysis and the property of interest is
completed. Section 3.2 presents well-moding requirements of the programs that are
analyzed.
Table 1
The transition system TD
R1 htellc; bi ! hStop; c ^ bi
R2
Pn
i1
askci ! Ai; b
 
ÿ! hAj; bi j 2 1; n and b6 cj
R3
hA; ci ! hA0; c0i
hA kB; ci ! hA0 kB; c0i
hB kA; ci ! hB kA0; c0i
R4 hpx; ci ! hA; ci px : - A 2 defnDpx
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3.1. Abstract domain
In this section we construct a domain of abstract constraints called ACon,
which abstracts the domain } # C. In the construction of ACon, we use two do-
mains called D and DV , also introduced in this section, which consist of non-
ground, downwards-closed types representing sets of terms in } # HV  and some
basic types, such as the set of integers. (HV is ordered by t16 t2 if t1 is a substi-
tution instance of t2.)
The domain of types is given by D: : >j?jsjgD; . . . ;DjnumjD _Djls:D.
Program variables are not mentioned by types in D. In the syntax of D; g ranges
over constructor symbols and l is a fixpoint operator. Type variables are given
by s 2 TV , which are used only for fixpoint constructions. The base types >, ?
(read, ‘‘non-var’’), and num represent HV , HV n V , and the set of integers, respec-
tively.
Example 3.1. fX  >; Y  ?g is an element of ACon representing the downwards-
closed set of constraints where X is constrained arbitrarily (including not at all)
but Y must be constrained to be either a constant or a compound term.
Example 3.2. ls:  _ >js is an element of D denoting the set of nil-terminated lists
whose elements need not be constrained.
Example 3.3. Note that ls:X js _   is not in D. However, as we see below,
fX  >; Y  ls:>js _  g represents a set of concrete constraints in which
Y  X  may or may not hold.
A type environment is given by q: TENV  TV ! } # HV . Let us construct
: D! TENV ! } # HV .
sq  qs
>q  HV
?q  HV n V
gm1; . . . ;mnq  fgt1; . . . ; tnjti 2 miqg
m1 _ m2q  m1q [ m2q
ls:mq  lfpkS : } # C:mqs=S
Here, lfp denotes least fixpoint. The denotation of m 2 D is given by me, where e
is the type environment that maps all type variables to the empty set. We assume that
union of types implicitly forms the Cartesian closure: Restricting attention briefly to
a single binary function symbol, f , a set T is Cartesian closed if f a; b; f c; d 2 T
implies f a; d; f c; b 2 T . (This corresponds to the ‘‘principal function restriction’’
of Ref. [24].)
The domain of abstract constraints consists of systems of equations over PV-
types, which are given by the syntactic category DV . Program variables are permitted
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in PV-types (whence the PV), but only outside of unions and fixpoints 3. This enables
our abstract domain to express definite aliasing at constant depth. We overload  as
follows.
DV : : V jDjcDV ; . . . ;DV 
 : DV ! } # HV 
X   X
m  me; for m 2 D
gm1; . . . ;mn  fgt1; . . . ; tnjti 2 mig
Elements of D and of DV represent sets of terms, not sets of constraints. Our do-
main of abstract constraints, ACon, consists of (equivalence classes of) sets of equa-
tions over PV-types in DV . (In addition, ACon contains a bottom element, ?.) The
demand transformation analysis we have implemented based on the demand collect-
ing semantics (see Section 3.3 computes the relevant values of a function in
Agents! ACon! ACon, mapping an agent and an output demand to an input de-
mand.
The downwards closed set of conjunctions of Herbrand equations represented by
a set of equations E 2 ACon is given by the following:
E  c 2 C for all m1  m2 2 E; there exist t1 2 m1 and t2 2 m2
such that c6 t1  t2
 
? # false
The order on sets of abstract constraints is induced under  by the order on
} # C. Equivalent abstract constraints are those that denote the same elements
of } # C. The top element is given by the empty system of abstract equations,
which denotes # true 2 } # C. The bottom element is ?, which denotes # false.
It is necessary to supply certain operations over PV-types to support their use as a
domain of interpretation of our demand collecting semantics. These operations are
analogs of the operations basic operations on } # C used in the demand collecting
semantics below. For our type domain (discussed in Section 3.1, intersection of
downwards-closed sets of constraints is modeled by (abstract) unification of PV-type
terms. Existential quantification is modeled by projection. Taking least upper
bounds introduces _ into type terms. These three operations are slight variants of
those described in Ref. [24].
The l operator is introduced into type terms by using a widening operation [6]
proposed in Ref. [33]. Widening introduces approximation into the fixpoint calcula-
tion, allowing an upper approximation of the least fixpoint to be computed finitely,
even in a domain containing infinite increasing chains.
3 Allowing program variables within unions and fixpoints adds technical problems to the construction
with no significant benefit in expressivity.
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3.2. Modes
The correctness of the demand collecting semantics relies on programs being well
moded [32]. We assume a coarse form of modes that divides arguments into input
and output. We assume that program atoms have the form px; y, where x is a vector
of input variables and y is a vector of output variables. It would be necessary to gen-
eralize this to richer modes (e.g., those in Ref. [32]) if we were going to handle two-
way streams. However, we use the coarser form here, as it is adequate for one-way
streams. It is occasionally necessary to refer to the output variables of an agent in the
program. We let Outpx; y  y. For compound agents, we presume a consistent
moding exists and refer to output variables of agent A by OutA.
We require the following properties of the mode system:
1. Suppose that x 2 OutA and that d is a partial derivation in which A is intro-
duced but not reduced. Let the final constraint of d be r. Then 9xr  true:
2. Suppose d is a partial derivation whose initial configuration is hA; r0i and whose
final configuration is hB;rf i. Then 9InAr0  9InArf . (This requirement states
that agents (and their descendants) may not further instantiate their own input
variables.)
3. If px; y: -A is a clause, then x  InA and y  OutA
4. Each agent A of the form
Pn
i1 askci ! Ai has
(a) InA  [ni1varsci [ InAi
(b) InA  [ni1InAi
(c) OutA  [ni1OutAi
5. Each agent A of the form A1 k A2 has InA  InA1 [ InA2, OutA 
OutA1 [ OutA2, and OutA1 \ OutA2  ;.
3.3. Demand collecting semantics
The demand collecting semantics is constructed in Fig. 1. The demand collecting
semantics defines a function environment e : Env, Env  Atom! }# C ! }# C.
For each atom, e maps a set of output constraints to a set of input constraints. Env is
ordered pointwise.
1. P constructs the least fixpoint of a function in Env! Env. In practice, an analyzer
evaluates this fixpoint in a lazy manner, computing only the portion of e needed
for the problem at hand (and using the abstract domain and operations).
2. C has two cases:
(a) For a clause defining the predicate of the call, pi; o, A is called to simulate
the agent A with demand d, renamed appropriately. The third argument to
A; 9y# o  y \ d, renames the output demand, d, in terms of the local out-
put variables, y. The result of simulating the clause body A is again renamed in
terms of the calling-context input variables, i. The demand collecting semantics
decomposes (via equations) output demands until they become # true.
(b) A clause contributes to the semantics of only the predicate it defines.
3. A has two cases:
(a) A non-trivial output demand is projected onto the output variables of the
agent, and B is used to simulate the agent appropriately.
(b) The trivial output demand (one with 9OutAd # true) is satisfied by the triv-
ial input demand. Correctness depends on detecting soon enough that the out-
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put demand has become # true, as this is what keeps the computed input de-
mand from including more asks than necessary.
4. B has five cases:
(a) Parallel composition: A local greatest fixpoint is constructed here to allow
for the possibility of cyclic dependence among the parallel goals. The iteration
implied by this greatest fixpoint is not essential for correctness, but improves
precision. The analyzer may safely over estimate the true demand 4. Because
the function that is iterated is a decreasing function, the least fixpoint is actually
the least element, which would not satisfy the safety condition. (Again, the safe-
ty condition requires that, if the agent is provided a constraint that is not con-
tained in the computed input demand, then it cannot generate output that is
contained in the given output demand.) Hence we take the greatest fixpoint.
(b) Predicate call: In the denotation of a predicate call we perform the projec-
tion of the constraint pool onto the relevant output clause variables to obtain
the output constraints. Then the clause environment, e, is consulted and the
corresponding input demands are returned. The input variables for the inferred
input demand are then renamed again. The result is intersected with the orig-
inal local constraint pool, d, reintroducing constraints on variables that are lo-
cal to the calling context.
4 Note that this over estimation is in terms of the size of the set of possible constraints, not in terms of the
strength of those constraints.
Fig. 1. The demand collecting semantics. We assume that the variables i and o do not occur in programs
and we define our environments over atoms of the form pi; o. For an output demand given by
d 2 } # C, the input demand given by our demand collecting semantics is AAPP d. A specification
of the demand transformation analysis is obtained by replacing } # C with an abstract domain and re-
interpreting the operations accordingly, as discussed at the end of Section 3.1.
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(c) Ask constraint: The denotation of the choice operator corresponds to com-
puting for a given output demand d, the corresponding input demand for each
branch, and then unioning those possible input demands.
(d) Tell constraint: The tell rule just requires that the output demand be consis-
tent with the actual output; otherwise, the entire local constraint pool, and thus
the input demand, is # false.
(e) Stop: The computation has completed and so it does nothing.
3.4. Correctness
In this section we prove the correctness of the demand collecting semantics. We
begin with a small result needed below.
Lemma 3.1. Consider any agent A and program P : AAPP  is \-continuous.
That is, for any decreasing chain fdigi,
AAPP 
\
i2x
di
 !

\
i2x
AAPP di
Proof. Follows from the \-continuity of 9 on } # C (Proposition 2.3.3). 
To prove correctness of the demand collecting semantics, we need to show that all
partial derivations are safely reflected by P. That proof will be by structural induc-
tion on partial and-trees, which we now introduce.
Definition 3.1. PAT , the set of partial and-trees, is constructed as follows:
 : PAT
 : PAT
tree : Agents PAT  PAT  ! PAT [ Agents PAT ! PAT :
A partial and-tree is used to organize the non-deterministic choices made in a giv-
en partial derivation, d, into a tree whose nested structure corresponds to that of the
applications of B in our semantics.  is the constructor of empty subtrees that rep-
resent unreduced agents.  is the constructor of empty subtrees that represent fully
evaluated agents.
The partial and-tree for an agent A, a program P and a given reduction sequence d
is a tree given by WdA, as defined in Table 2.
Wd : Agents! PAT
A : Agents
Proposition 3.1. For each partial derivation d and each agent A, the partial and-tree
WdA is well defined.
We assume that all agents in d except Stop are syntactically unique, adding extra
variables if necessary to make this true. This allows the correspondence between
agents in the reduction sequence and agents in the partial and-tree to be simple
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syntactic identity. (The correspondence of Stop agents is immaterial because Stop
agents are not reduced.) We further assume that the variables of d are disjoint from
the variables appearing in the program P . Similarly, in the main lemma and theorem
below, the variables appearing in a partial derivation are renamed apart from those
appearing in the demand collecting semantics.
The following lemma, whose proof can be found in the appendix, states that, if a
partial derivation’s final computed constraint, projected onto a given agent’s output
variables, is in the output demand for which the program is to be analyzed, then that
final constraint, projected onto the input variables of the agent, will be in the input
demand defined by the demand collecting semantics. Because our requirements for
well moding imply that no constraint on an agent’s input can be added by that agent
or by its descendant agents, this implies, as stated in the theorem below the lemma,
that for the given agent to produce the demanded output, the environment must pro-
vide it with the demanded input. (See Theorem 3.1, below.)
Lemma 3.2. Consider any program D and any partial derivation d of the transition
system TD. Consider any agent A0 appearing in d. Let q be a renaming satisfying
A0  qA for some A whose variables are disjoint from those of d. Let r0 2 C be the final
constraint pool of d. For brevity, we assume that InA  u and OutA  v and write
qu  u0 and qv  v0. Then for all d 2 } # C
9vv  v0 ^ r0 2 9vd) 9uu  u0 ^ r0 2AAPP d:
The following theorem expresses the correctness of the demand collecting seman-
tics. It says that for any output demand (projected onto the output variables of the
initial agent A), the set of inputs which can produce an output as strong as the de-
manded one (projected on the input variables of A) are included in the demanded
input.
Theorem 3.1. For all b 2 C,
9OutAb 2 d) f9InArjr 2 DP Abg AAPP d:
Table 2
The partial and-tree, WdA. Given a program P , a partial derivation d, and a agent A, the partial and-tree
WdA is the structured value given by the table below. If partial derivation d does not reduce the agent A,
then WdA  treeA; . Otherwise, the value of WdA depends on the form of A as shown below
A WdA
A treeA; , if A is not reduced by d
A1kA2 treeA1kA2;WdA1;WdA2
px; y treepx; y;WdA
px; y:ÿA 2 P is renamed as used for px; y in dPn
i1 askci ! Ai tree
Pn
i1 askci ! Ai;WdAj
Aj is the choice made in d
Stop treeStop;
tellc treetellc;
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Proof. Consider any initial agent A and any r 2 DP Ab. By definition of DP , there
exists a partial derivation d showing that hA; ri ! hB; ci, for some c6 b. Let q be a
renaming satisfying A0  qA for some A0 whose variables are disjoint from those of d
and are not constrained by c nor (consequently) by any other constraint of d. (For
brevity, we assume that InA  u, OutA  v, and varsA  uv  u [ v. We write
qu  u0, qv  v0, and quv  uv0. Also, without loss of generality, we assume that q
is the identity substitution on varsd–varsA).
Let d 0  qd be a partial derivation derived from d by applying q to each syntactic
object and applying to each constraint the function f /  9uvuv  uv0 ^ /. (Note
that f uses 9, not 9). It is easy to see that d 0 proves that hA0; f ri ! hB0; f ci, for
some B0. Now, by monotonicity of ^ and 9, since we have c6 b, it follows that
f c6 f b, that is 9uvuv  uv0 ^ c6 9uvuv  uv0 ^ b. Adding the same constraint
and quantifying both sides gives us 9vv  v0 ^ 9uvuv  uv0 ^ c 6 9vv  v0^
9uvuv uv0 ^ b. But notice that 9vv  v0 ^ 9uvuv  uv0 ^ b  9vb, since b does
not constrain uv0, by assumption on q. Again writing f c for 9uvuv  uv0 ^ c, we
now have 9vv  v0 ^ f c6 9vb.
By hypothesis on d, we have 9vb 2 d. Together with the previous inequality
and the downwards closure of d, this gives us 9vv  v0 ^ f c 2 d and hence
9vv  v0 ^ f c 2 9vd.
By using Lemma 3.2 we now obtain 9uu  u0 ^ f c 2AAPP d. Expanding
f c once again and recalling that uv0 and u0 are unconstrained by c, we have
9uu  u0 ^ f c
 9uu  u0 ^ 9uvu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ c
 9u9vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ c
 9uuv  uv0 ^ c
 9uc
Moreover, property (2) of the mode system gives us 9uc  9ur. Thus, we have that
9ur  9uc  9uu  u0 ^ f c 2AAPP d
as required. 
4. Implementation
A demand transformation analysis has been implemented in Prolog and is avail-
able via the World Wide Web 5. The implementation is based on a specification ob-
tained by reinterpreting our demand collecting semantics (Fig. 1) over the domain
discussed in Section 3.1. The operations of unification, join (least upper bound),
and less than are based on those described in Ref. [24]. Termination is ensured by
using widening as described in Ref. [33].
Input programs are written in ask/tell syntax and must have mode declarations.
Arbitrary output demands can be analyzed. Since we are working with equations,
5 Via the URL http: ==www:transarc:com=  winsboro=strictness.
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simplifying the abstract constraints is equivalent to performing abstract unification.
The analyzer begins by reading in the subject program and then precomputing initial
clause environments (d) for each clause, by simulating the clause’s ask and tell con-
straints. Since aliasing is introduced only by the asks and tells, not by call simulation,
this precomputation simplifies unification; simulating the asks and tells first allows us
to handle all aliasing before any union or recursive types are introduced. In addition,
it is helpful to execute tells before other calls, as the tells generally relate output de-
mands on the clause to output demands on the body calls.
After the one-time initialization of the clause environments, the analyzer evaluates
(lazily) the outer fixpoint in P by computing the portion of the function e that is
needed to find an input demand for the initial output demand. The function e is rep-
resented as a table of triples. When e is applied to a call/output demand pair not oc-
curring in the table, a new triple with the call and output demand is initialized with
an input demand of ? and added to the table. To simulate a clause, the analyzer uni-
fies the output demand with the precomputed initial environment for the clause, and
then iteratively simulates clause bodies right to left, based on the heuristic that many
data dependencies run left to right. This computes the fixpoint involving f in B in
the parallel composition case.
As a modest optimization of the outer fixpoint calculation, each time the analyzer
considers a given output demand in the table, clause simulation is applied to it iter-
atively until local convergence occurs. This improves speed and precision for predi-
cates that call themselves. The improved precision results from the interaction
between iteration and widening.
5. Example analysis
We analyze the output demand formalized by the abstract constraint fY  ?g on
mergesort X ; Y  (see Fig. 2) 6. We simplify the notation of the output demand, as
in the following initial abstract environment.
e0  output input
mergesort ? ?
 
:
The analysis begins its fixpoint calculation at this bottom abstract environment.
Theoretically, the bottom environment maps all output demands to the input de-
mand ?. However, the analysis computes the environment in a lazy manner, con-
structing input demands only for output demands in the table, and entering an
output demand in the table only when its corresponding input demand is needed
for the computation. The analysis considers each output demand recorded in e0
(successive clause environments are denoted with superscripted numbers). It com-
putes an approximation of the input needed to generate that output. To this end,
the analysis simulates the agent that defines the predicate. The analysis begins by
simulating the behavior of mergesort/2. Each ‘‘ask’’ summand is simulated and
the results are joined. Let us consider what happens with each of the summands,
6 Please note that we abbreviate the names of the predicates in Fig. 2.
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which we refer to as mergesort/2/1, mergesort/2/2, and mergesort/2/3, respec-
tively. In each case, we begin by simulating the ask as well as any tells in the body, as
these do not have to be iterated.
Because the local fixpoint is a greatest fixpoint, all variables are unconstrained
when the analysis starts simulating a predicate definition. For mergesort/2/1, we
have to simulate the unification of the asks and tells U   ;S    in the presence
of d  fU  >;S  ?g, which is obtained from the output demand. This leads to the
local type environment
mergesort=2=1 : d  fU   ;S   g:
Iterating a tell never changes d, as can be seen in the tell rule inB in the semantics.
So the analyzer is done with this summand, having inferred that an input of type  
might be sucient to produce the demanded output. Similarly we have
mergesort=2=2 : d  fU  H;S  H;H  >g:
On entry to the simulation of mergesort/2/3, we obtain the following local type
environment, where the types for S and U come from the demand and the ask,
respectively:
mergesort=2=3 : d  fU  H1;H2jUT;H1  >;H2  >;UT  >;S  ?g:
Fig. 2. Mergesort (and predicates’ modes).
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The body of mergesort/2/3 is a parallel composition of four calls. These calls
are simulated by looking up the demands in the clause environment with applica-
tions like e0splitU;U1;U2fU1  >;U2  >g. The lookups of split/3 and
mergesort/2 all return >, illustrating the second case of C. The application
e0mergeS1;S2;SfS  ?g returns ? and has the side-eect of recording this
non-trivial demand in e1. The input demands from each mergesort/2 summand
are joined (lub) in the ask rule in B :   t >t ?   _ >. Further local iteration
makes no further change. Our new environment becomes
e1 
output input
mergesort ?   _ >
merge ? ?
* +
:
Since e0 6 e1, the analyzer iterates over the demands in e1. Nothing new is
learned about mergesort/2, but inferences are made about merge/3. In merge/
3/1, after simulating the ask and tell, we have
merge=3=1 : d  H1  num; H2  num; T1  >; T2  >;
T  >; S1  H1jT1; S2  H2jT2; S  H1jT
 
:
This leads the analyzer to look up e1mergeT1;S2;TT  > which yields
T1  > ^ S2  > by the second case of C. Thus, analysis of the summand
merge/3/1 yields hnumj>; numj>i as the demanded input. The ask rule in B
joins input demands from the four summands for merge/3:
merge=3 : hnumj>; numj>i t hnumj>; numj>i t h ; ?i t h?;  i  h?; ?i:
This says that to produce some output it may be sucient to give merge/3 the
weakest non-trivial input on each argument. Notice that this is a slight approxima-
tion (weakening) of the truly sucient input. We now have
e2 
output input
mergesort ?   _ >
merge ? h?; ?i
* +
:
In each of the next few iterations, only the changes are shown.
output input
e3 changes: split h  _ >;   _ >i ?
e4 changes: split h  _ >;   _ >i   _ >
split h ;  i ?
e5changes: split h ;  i  
e6changes: split h  _ >;   _ >i ls:  _ >js
ls:  _ >js has been substituted for   _ > _ >;> by widening. When this new
inference is used in mergesort/2/3, the input demand propagates.
output input
e7 changes : mergesort ? ls:  _ >js
When this inference is used in the recursive calls in mergesort/2/3, we get a new
output demand on split/3.
output input
e8 changes: split ls:  _ >js ?
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When that output demand is considered, we obtain the final environment:
e9: output input
mergesort ? ls:  _ >js
merge ? h?; ?i
split h  _ >;   _ >i ls:  _ >js
split h ;  i  
split ls:  _ >js ls:  _ >js
The analyzer has inferred that unless mergesort/2 is given a nil-terminated list,
it cannot produce output.
6. Results
Table 3 shows the input demands 7 inferred by the analyzer 8 for a variety of dif-
ferent output demands on several small programs. Note that the two occurrences of s
in the tree constructor need not be instantiated in the same way. Therefore, this
type describes all possible, finite trees, not just balanced, finite trees. The table focus-
es on the output/input behavior of the processes. Demand reachability is illustrated
by the analysis of mergesort in Section 5.
The first five benchmarks were analyzed with the weakest non-trivial output de-
mand, ?. Thus the table tells us that reverse and mergesort both require com-
plete nil-terminated lists before they provide any output at all. The quicksort
predicate uses the technique of dierence lists, so it has two input arguments. The
second of these (the accumulator) has no input demand. The first must be a nil-ter-
minated list, all of whose elements, besides the first, must be numbers. The analyzer
cannot infer that the first element must also be a number, because a list with one el-
ement does not need to be inspected to be sorted.
The two benchmarks involving trees help to demonstrate the expressiveness of our
domain. The tree=count benchmark counts the number of nodes in a tree. As ex-
pected, it indicates that to get any output, a finite tree (a tree that is left and right
strict) is needed, but the elements in the nodes need not be instantiated. In contrast
sum=tree requires that the tree must be finite and the elements in the nodes must be
nums.
The sort server process takes an infinite list whose elements are finite lists of
numbers, which it sorts by using quicksort, placing them on an infinite output
list. It illustrates the potential impact on the communication granularity of finite sub-
processes in the context of infinite processes. The computed input demand indicates
that it is safe to wait for one completely instantiated list of numbers before starting
the quicksort subprocess. This is relevant, for example, because it would allow the
system to establish a size threshold on the input that would justify remote execution.
7 listd stands for ls:  _ djs, for arbitrary type terms d 2 D. Also, we simplify ls:leaf _ tree
d; s; s as treed, for arbitrary type terms d 2 D.
8 Available via the URL http: ==www:transarc:com=  winsboro=strictness=.
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The last three benchmarks are programs that begin producing output with mini-
mal input. The role of the analyzer with such processes is to propagate stronger out-
put demands that may be imposed by their consumers or that might be of interest for
compile-time scheduling and load distribution.
The input and output of Gaussian elimination are matrices, represented as
a list of lists. The output demand asks for nil-terminated rows whose elements can be
unconstrained. The computed input demand indicates that the list of rows must be
nil-terminated, with each row besides the first required to have a number in its first
column.
The output demand for matrix transpose demands the entire first row of the
matrix with possibly unconstrained elements. The inferred input demand requires the
entire first column of the input.
The cyclic dependence benchmark illustrates the need for the local fixpoint
involving f in B. It constructs a pair of infinite, co-routining processes that commu-
nicate back and forth. Because the processes are infinite (they have no base cases),
the lists that they operate on are not nil-terminated. For the output demand that re-
quires a partially instantiated list containing three b’s, the computed input demand
indicates that at least three a’s are needed in the first argument and at least one a in
the second argument. For the output demand that requires a nil-terminated list, the
input demand expresses the impossibility of obtaining that output.
7. Related work
Analysis of concurrent constraint languages: Previous works on analysis of concur-
rent constraint languages include Refs. [3–5,11,25,36]. Refs. [3–5] study a suspension
analysis for a goal (or an agent) in a given program. If the analysis infers that a goal
will not suspend, then non-suspension is guaranteed for any runtime scheduling rule.
The analysis also can determine at compile time a fair scheduling of the goal. As
such, it is likely to form a reasonable basis for compile-time scheduling, as discussed
in the introduction.
Table 3
Analyzer results: Input demands as a function of output demands
Predicate Output demand Input demand
Reverse ? list>
Mergesort ? list>
Quicksort ? h  _ >jlistnum;>i
Tree count ? tree>
Sum tree ? treenum
Sort server ?j>   _ >jlistnumj>
Sort server ? >
Gaussian elimination ? >
Gaussian elimination list> >jlistnumj>
Matrix transpose ? >
Matrix transpose list>j> list>j>
Cyclic dependence ? haj>;>i
Cyclic dependence b; b; bj> ha; a; aj>; aj>i
Cyclic dependence list> h?;?i
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Debray et al. [11] present an analysis that identifies concurrent logic programs
that can be executed according to a depth-first, left-to-right scheduling rule without
danger of suspension. When the compiler finds this common scheduling to be safe,
several optimizations, which they present, are enabled. One component of their
method, which they call weak suspension analysis, might be called a sucient demand
analysis. It identifies sucient input to a goal that will allow the goal to execute to
completion without suspending. Thus, the sense of this analysis’s safety requirement
is dual to our own.
In another paper [10] Debray presents an analysis which he calls a demand anal-
ysis for the concurrent constraint language, QD-Janus. In contrast with our, this is a
local demand analysis that considers only the guards of each clause to determine how
much input is necessary to enable a goal to reduce. This analysis identifies input de-
mands necessary to enable goal reduction, but says nothing about the input demands
necessary to produce output. As such, it aords little assistance in enabling transfor-
mations that risk introducing deadlock, and hence changing the declarative meaning
of predicates.
Zaanella et al. [36] conduct a theoretical investigation of analysis of suspension-
free concurrent constraint programs. They provide two transformations of suspen-
sion-free CCP programs that allow standard constraint-logic-program dataflow
analysis techniques to be applied to the transformed programs.
King and Soper [25] present an analysis for concurrent logic programs that allows
a division of processes into threads, within which execution is sequential. This work
is related to load distribution and the possibilities of reciprocal benefits should be
exploited.
Context analysis of functional programs: Although forward analyses have proba-
bly been more widely studied, backward flow analyses have received considerable at-
tention in the literature on functional programming. A framework for backward
analysis was defined by Cousot and Cousot in Ref. [7]. The same authors also exten-
sively studied backward and forward frameworks for logic programs in Ref. [8].
In Ref. [21] it is shown that it is possible to ‘‘invert’’ abstract functions and thus to
pass from a forward to a backward analysis and vice versa. The loss of information
in reversing the analysis depends on properties of the domain considered. Galois
connections give the best results. As future work, it would be interesting to study
whether it would be possible to use (and if necessary extend) the framework of
Ref. [21] to model our analysis.
A pioneering paper on backward strictness analyses is the one by Hughes [19] in
which he presents an analysis for a lazy functional language, based on a denotational
semantics given by means of continuations. This paper introduces the notion of con-
text, an operator (&) which allows one to combine the information given by two dif-
ferent contexts. One important element in the domain is called ABS (for absent),
which models the fact that a given expression is definitely not used in the given con-
text. These concepts are simplified, by eliminating the use of continuations, and clari-
fied in Ref. [20]. This paper presents a more general framework for backward
analyses and shows several examples, including applications to strictness and to
memory garbage-collection.
About the same time as Hughes introduced the notion of a context analysis in
Ref. [19], Wadler and he also introduced it in Ref. [35]. By utilizing the context in
which function applications occur to justify eager evaluation of function arguments,
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context analyses give stronger results than standard strictness analysis. The demand
transformation analysis we have constructed seems similar to this notion.
Context analyses have been used to optimize both sequential and parallel func-
tional languages. In parallel functional programming (see for instance Ref. [1]), con-
text analysis is used to identify arguments that can be evaluated in parallel with the
function call without risking wasted eort. Our application of context analysis is dif-
ferent. We want to increase grain size by introducing synchronization constraints de-
laying the execution of the call until sucient evaluation has been performed on its
producers. In this application, the principal danger is not wasted eort so much as
the introduction of deadlock. Indeed, in CCP languages where inconsistent ‘‘tell’’
constraints result in failure, there appears to be no danger of wasted work. In this
context, all subgoals must be reduced to determine whether they cause the computa-
tion to fail.
Wadler and Hughes’s projection analysis: The context analysis of Wadler and
Hughes [35], subsequently also studied by Davis and Wadler [9], describes a con-
text by using the domain-theoretic concept of a projection, which in general is
just a decreasing, idempotent function. Projections are particularly powerful for
this application as they can capture dependencies between data demands, such
as head strictness, the property that says roughly, each cons cell that is inspected
will have its head inspected, too. They propose a 10-point domain of projections
that capture various extents of strictness on lazy lists. Our demand transforma-
tion analysis can capture several of the same context properties. Their FAIL ap-
pears to be equivalent to our ?; STR corresponds to ?; ID corresponds to >.
However, we are not able to identify definitely ignored input, which they capture
by the projection ABS. If in our system > meant definitely unconstrained, we too
could identify not needed input. However, because our demand collecting seman-
tics is based on downwards-closed sets of constraints, > means possibly uncon-
strained in all candidate abstract domains. This can be construed as a
significant limitation in our approach. For instance, it prevents us from capturing
a demand for an open list (a list terminated by a free variable rather than a  )
with non-var elements. This is precisely the notion of head strictness captured by
the projection H 0. However, the limitation is a fundamental consequence of the
safety requirement, and hence the information ordering, that organize the design
of our analysis.
It is worth mentioning that by using the abstract domain presented here, our an-
alyzer is able to capture the notions of tail strictness and simultaneous head and tail
strictness (projections T 0 and H 0 u T 0). Further research is needed to investigate the
potential utility of these various forms of strictness to applications of the analysis re-
sults.
Unlike the analysis of Wadler and Hughes (at least with the domain they use in
Ref. [35]), our analysis can express strictness information in any recursive datatype.
For instance, while Wadler and Hughes’s analysis can only tell that an argument is
strict (STR for non-lists), we can say to what extent the argument is strict, for in-
stance that a tree constructor is left strict or that it is left and right strict and also
requires that the elements in the leaves be integers.
Demandedness analysis for functional logic languages: In Ref. [29], the authors
present a strictness analysis for languages with lazy narrowing. Their method uses
algebraic simplification of what are essentially type equations. They do not claim
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to have an implementation. Their analysis is quite similar to strictness analyses for
functional languages, but the semantic notion of safety is slightly dierent. They note
that whereas a failing subcomputation causes the enclosing computation to fail in
functional languages, in functional logic languages, this is not the case. Their anal-
ysis uses a domain similar to ours, but theirs does not propagate demands (i.e. is not
a context analysis) nor are they working in a concurrent setting in which cyclic de-
pendence is a problem. In addition, they hope to optimize laziness in the languages
they consider by identifying arguments that may be safely evaluated eagerly. How-
ever, their analysis is able to capture a notion of joint strictness which we did not
consider. For instance, they can infer that a function which takes two lists and re-
turns true if their length is equal and false otherwise requires two nil-terminated lists
of equal length whereas we only infer that a similar predicate would require two nil-
terminated lists.
Jensen and Mogensen’s backward analysis: The compile-time garbage collection of
Jensen and Mogensen [22] for a simple first order functional language is defined as a
backward analysis based on the notion of contexts and having a context com-
binator, &, and a projection, ABS, similar to those defined in Refs. [19,35]. Their
analysis allows them to define a notion of approximate counters for references to
list-like data structures (S-expressions). When their analysis derives that a data struc-
ture has been referred to at most once, such data structure can be reused via in-place
updating.
Jensen and Mogensen start by presenting a domain that allows them to distin-
guish base-type values from structures and to count the number of references to each
structure. By a construction similar to ours, they then lift this initial domain to the
Hoare powerdomain consisting of sets of elements of the initial domain. As with the
ABS projection of Wadler and Hughes [35] discussed above, it is not possible to iden-
tify definitely ignored input. The relationship with our domain is also similar.
The authors do not give a formal semantics for their domain. Since functional
programming does not allow free variables in data values, their domain does not in-
clude variables. The domain used in Ref. [22] also does not characterize recursive
types. However, the paper does discuss how their analysis can be extended to higher
order functions. They do not fix a specific computation rule, so their analysis applies
to languages which use either call-by-value or call-by-name parameter passing.
It is important to note that the sense of the approximations for garbage collection
and for strictness are opposite. For garbage collection ABS means definitely not
needed and for strictness it means possibly not needed. So, here ABS cannot corres-
pond to top (do not know) as it can in the case of strictness analysis.
Jones and Le Metayer’s backward analysis: Jones and Le Metayer [23] develop a
compile time sharing analysis for garbage collection based on abstract interpreta-
tion. They consider a simple domain of patterns given by an infinite set of binary
trees, where the internal nodes are labeled by cons operators and leaves are labeled
by 0’s and 1’s, where a 0 represents the fact that the associated substructure is not
shared, while a 1 means ‘‘possibly shared’’. Their analysis characterizes whether a
given substructure is possible shared, i.e., possibly referred to more than once. They
do not use reference counters and define two non-stardard semantic functions
which allow them to characterize, given a certain output subexpression, the input
parts in which that subexpression appears, by means of a backwards, context anal-
ysis. They do not have an explicit ABS element in their domain, but rather they
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capture ‘‘absence’’ by means of one of these non-stardard functions. They discuss
application of their analysis to strictness in a dierent paper. Their analysis does
not use recursive types, although they believe [23] types could provide for a useful
extension of their domain. Similarly to Ref. [22], they refer to a first order untyped
functional language, but they also assume that the language computation rule is
call by value.
Hall and Wise’s stream-strictness analysis: Hall and Wise [16,17] use an infinite do-
main for their analysis and use algebraic manipulation to get their results, which are
in the form of a lazy language with annotated data structures. Like our analysis, that
of Hall and Wise is unable to capture the notion of absence (ABS in Wadler and
Hughes’s projection analysis). Both analyses infer more detailed information about
lists than other context analyses. For instance, both analyses can infer that a list is
strict in every tail and strict in every other head. However, Hall and Wise’s analysis
is able to detect head strictness, which ours is unable to detect. In addition, Hall and
Wise have focused their work on practical aspects of building a compiler and utili-
zing their analysis, but they also seem to narrow their focus on streams give no
indication that they are able to analyze data structures other than lists.
Burn’s evaluation-transformer analysis [1] achieves results similar to those of Wad-
ler and Hughes’s Projection Analysis. Like our demand transformation analysis, it is
unable to capture the notions of absence and head strictness that Wadler and
Hughes capture. However, it is also unable to capture the notions of absence and
failure (ABS and FAIL). Furthermore, although Burn claims that the analysis
may be used with more descriptive domains for recursive data structures, he only
demonstrates evaluators which correspond to the points in Wadler’s four point do-
main [34].
Dybjer’s inverse image analysis: Peter Dybjer [14] gives a very theoretical treat-
ment based on open set expressions, which denote upwards closed (Scott open) sets
of partial data structures. It turns out that his analysis is also unable to detect ab-
sence (ABS) and head strictness (H 0), but his analysis uses algebraic manipulation
to solve equations and in his conclusion he writes ‘‘it is clear from the examples
shown above that (his technique) would only succeed in simple cases unless clever
symbol manipulation ideas are introduced’’.
Lindstrom’s backward strictness analysis: Lindstrom develops a strictness analysis
in Ref. [27] that seems related to our own. He also considers function reversal and a
mapping of output demands to input demands. Like our analysis, his is unable to
recognize internal strictness patterns like head strictness. However, his domain is
limited to only a few kinds of strictness similar to those in Wadler’s four-point do-
main [34]. Most interesting, perhaps, is that we seem to have unwittingly carried out
the work that he proposes in his future work section. He notes that cyclic functions
are useful and should be dealt with. Our local fixpoint calculation addresses exactly
this problem. He also notes that ‘‘. . . more realistic data structures must be consi-
dered, including tuples of length greater than two . . .,’’ and we have incorporated this
as well. He then indicates that ‘‘Application of strictness to logic programming is
very appealing . . .’’. We claim that application as one of our contributions. Finally,
he calls for ‘‘Extension of the domain to represent more detailed data type informa-
tion . . .’’ and certainly our domain captures detailed data type information. The one
aspect of his future work that we have not attempted to solve is the problem we cited
above concerning the recognition of head strictness.
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8. Contributions and future work
We have presented a demand transformation analysis that maps a predicate’s out-
put demands to its input demands. This is the first formal construction of such an
analysis for concurrent constraint programming. We have identified several optimi-
zations of distributed implementations that are enabled by the analysis, addressing
such issues as granularity control, compile-time scheduling, and load distribution.
We have implemented the analysis in Prolog. The code, along with the programs
in Table 3, is available via the World Wide Web. Our evaluation of the implemen-
tation shows that useful information is inferred in practice. Our implementation is
based on an infinite domain that accommodates arbitrary recursive types. This is
in contrast with the domains used in similar analyses in functional programming.
The construction of the domain itself may be considered a modest contribution
due to its elegant expression of depth-k sharing. As a matter of future work, it would
be useful to handle open lists and head strictness. This seems to require giving up
downwards closure of our domain in order to capture definite freeness.
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Appendix A
Lemma 3.2. Consider any program D and any partial derivation d of the transition
system TD. Consider any agent A0 appearing in d. Let q be a renaming satisfying
A0  qA for some A whose variables are disjoint from those of d. Let r0 be the final
constraint pool of d. For brevity, we assume that InA  u and OutA  v and write
qu  u0 and qv  v0. Then for all d 2 } # C
9vv  v0 ^ r0 2 9vd) 9uu  u0 ^ r0 2AAPP d:
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of WdA0. In the basis, d does not
reduce A0. By well moding it follows that 9vv  v0 ^ r0  true. Together with the
assumption on d, this implies that 9vd # true. From the definition of A it follows
that AAPP d # true. So the required containment holds trivially. For the
induction step, we proceed with an analysis of the five cases of A’s structure.
Case 1: A  A1kA2: Extending our conventions, we assume qA1  A01 and qA2  A02
and that InA1  u1, OutA1  v1, InA2  u2, and OutA2  v2. Also for nota-
tional convenience, let
F d0 AA1ed0 \AA2ed0 \ 9vd:
Define the Kleene sequence of F as follows: F 0 # true; F i1  F F i. By using in-
duction on i, we will show that for all i 9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2 F i:
Basis. F 0 # true. So the desired containment is trivial:
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2 F 0:
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Step: Fix arbitrary i P 0. Rewriting F i1 in terms of F i, the proof obligation be-
comes
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0
2AA1PP F i \AA2PP F i \ 9vd: A:1
From the induction assumption on i, we have
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2 F i:
Projecting both sides of that containment we obtain
9v19u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2 9v1 F i;
which simplifies to
9v1u  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2 9v1 F i:
The variables in u do not occur in either r0 or in v0. Moreover, the variables of u do
not appear in v1 and hence are quantified here. So the constraint u  u0 can be
dropped by 2.1. By well moding, v  v1 [ v2. So changing v  v0 to v1  v01 ^ v2 
v02 is justified by downwards closure of 9v1 F i. Rewriting in this way gives us
9v1v1  v01 ^ v2  v02 ^ r0 2 9v1 F i: A:2
However, because the variables of v2 do not appear elsewhere in the conjuction and
because well-moding gives us v01 \ v02  ;, by Propostion 2.1 we can drop v2  v02, and
obtain
9v1v1  v01 ^ r0 2 9v1 F i: A:3
which is the antecedent of the induction assumption of the structural induction on
WdA0. Thus we may derive the consequent:
9u1u1  u01 ^ r0 2AA1PP F i:
By removing some existentials and conjoining a new equation, we strengthen the
left-hand side. Since AA1PP F i is downwards closed, it follows that
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2AA1PP F i:
By a similar argument we can show that
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2AA2PP F i:
Finally, by assumption on d we have
9vv  v0 ^ r0 2 9vd;
and because 9vd is downwards closed this gives us
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2 9vd:
Together, these three containments give us Eq. (A.1), concluding the step.
It now follows that
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2
\
i2x
F i:
By Lemma 3.1, A is \-continuous and thus, since intersection preserves \-continu-
ity, F is \-continuous. Thus gfp F  Ti2x F i and
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2 gfp F :
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Projecting both sides, we have
9u 9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2 9ugfp F 
or simply, by using Propostion 2.1,
9uu  u0 ^ r0 2 9ugfp F 
that is to say,
9uu  u0 ^ r0 2AA1kA2PP d
as desired.
Case 2: A  pu; v: We assume that 9uu  u0 ^ r0 2 9vd and show 9vv  v0 ^
r0 2Apu; v PP d. Assume that px; y:ÿA0 is the definition of p in program
P and that q0px; y:ÿA0 is the variant of that definition that is used in d to reduce
pu0; v0. Extending our naming convention, we write px0; y0:ÿA00 for
q0px; y:ÿA0. Thus, x0 and y0 are identical to u0 and v0, respectively. We assume
that InA0  u0 and OutA0  v0 and write u00 for q0u0 and v00 for q0v0. Thus
by well moding, x  u0, y  v0, x0  u00, and y 0  v00.
Rewriting by using the definitions in Fig. 1, using the c 2 P defining px0; y0, and
by unfolding the least fixpoint by one application, we must show
9uu  u0 ^ r0
2 9u# u  i  \ C px; y:ÿA0PP  pi; o 9o# v  o \ 9vd:
Without loss of generality, we assume that the variables of i and o do not appear in
programs (as stated in the caption of Fig. 1) or in derivations.
There are two cases to consider.
Case a. 9o# v  o \ 9vd # true. This case is trivial, as the right hand side of
the proof obligation collapses to # true.
Case b. 9o# v  o \ 9vd 6# true. In this case, the right hand side of the proof
obligation becomes
9u# i  u \ 9i# x  i
\AA0PP  9y# o  y \ 9o# v  o \ 9vd:
By assumption on d, we have
9vv  v0 ^ r0 2 9vd:
Adding the same constraints and quantifications to both sides of this containment,
by using Propositions 2.2 and 2.3.1 we obtain
9yy  o ^ 9oo  v ^ 9vv  v0 ^ r0
2 9y# o  y \ 9o# v  o \ 9vd
Focusing for a moment on the left-hand side of this containment, we eliminate the
intermediate fresh variables as follows:
9yy  o ^ 9oo  v ^ 9vv  v0 ^ r0
 9y 9o[y 9v[o[y o ^ o  v ^ v  v0 ^ r0
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because y; o; v, and v0 are mutually disjoint
 9yy  o ^ o  v ^ y  v0 ^ r0
simplifying the existentials and rearranging the equations
9yy  v0 ^ r0
by using Proposition 2.1 and the fact that the variables of o and v are disjoint from
y; v0, and varsr0:
Thus, we may rewrite the containment as follows:
9yy  v0 ^ r0 2 9y# o  y \ 9o# v  o \ 9vd:
Projecting both sides once more yields
9v09yy  v0 ^ r0 2 9v09y# o  y \ 9o# v  o \ 9vd:
Now, 9v0y  v0 ^ r06 9v09yy  v0 ^ r0 because y  v0. Furthermore, because
v00 is just q0v0, y  v0, and q0y can be written v0, we have v0  v006 y  v0. So, be-
cause the right-hand side of the containment is downwards closed, we may simplify
the containment to
9v0v0  v00 ^ r0 2 9v09y# o  y \ 9o# v  o \ 9vd:
This is the antecedent of the induction hypothesis, so we may conclude the conse-
quent:
9u0u0  u00 ^ r0 2AA0PP 9y# o  y \ 9o# v  o \ 9vd:
Adding new constraints and quantifiers to both sides, by using Propositions 2.2
and 2.3.1 we obtain
9ui  u ^ 9ix  i ^ 9u0u0  u00 ^ r0
2 9u# i  u \ 9i# x  i \
AA0PP 9y# o  y \ 9o# v  o \ 9vd:
Focusing for a moment on the left-hand side of this containment, we again eliminate
intermediate fresh variables as follows:
9ui  u ^ 9ix  i ^ 9u0u0  u00 ^ r0
 9u 9i[ux  u ^ x  i ^ 9u0u0  u00 ^ r0
because u; x, and i are mutually disjoint
 9ux  i ^ x  u ^ 9u0u0  u00 ^ r0
simplifying the existential and rearranging
 9ux  u ^ 9u0u0  u00 ^ r0
by using Proposition 2.2 and the fact that i is disjoint from the other variables.
Now, because u00 is just q0u0, x  u0, and q0x can be written u0, we have u0  u00
implies x  u0. Thus, we can continue our simplification:
9ux  u ^ 9u0u0  u00 ^ r0
 9u 9u0[ux  u ^ x  u0 ^ u0  u00 ^ r0
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by the observations above
 9ux  u0 ^ u0  u00 ^ u  u0 ^ r0
simplifying the existential and rearranging
 9uu  u0 ^ r0
by using Proposition 2.1 and the fact that the program x and u0 are disjoint from the
derivation variables u.
Now we can return to the containment and rewrite it as required to satisfy the
proof obligation:
9uu  u0 ^ r0
2 9u# i  u \ 9i# x  i\
AA0PP 9y# o  y \ 9o# v  o \ 9vd:
Case 3: A Pni1 askci ! Ai. By well moding we have u  [ni1varsci [ ui,
u  [ni1ui, and v  [ni1vi.
By assumption we have
9vv  v0 ^ r0 2 9vd:
Assume that j 2 f1; . . . ; ng is the index of the summand selected in d to solvePn
i1 askc0i ! A0i. By projecting both sides, we obtain
9vj9vv  v0 ^ r0 2 9vj9vd
which can be simplified to
9vjvj  v0j ^ r0 2 9vj9vd:
This is the antecedent of the induction hypothesis, so we may conclude the conse-
quent:
9ujuj  u0j ^ r0 2AAjPP 9vd:
Since AAjPP 9vd is downwards closed, we may strengthen the left-hand side
by removing some of the existentials:
9uu  u0 ^ r0 2AAjPP 9vd: A:4
Because
Pn
i1 askc0i ! A0i is reduced in d by selecting choice j, it follows that
9varscjvarscj  varsc0j ^ r0 2# cj:
By using Proposition 2.2, this now combines with Eq. (A.4) to give us
9uu  u0 ^ r0 ^ 9varscjvarscj  varsc0j ^ r0
2# cj \AAjPP 9vd:
It follows by the properties of union that
9uu  u0 ^ r0 ^ 9varscjvarscj  varsc0j ^ r0
2 [ni1# ci \AAiPP  9vd:
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Quantifying both sides, by using Proposition 2.3.1 we obtain
9u9uu  u0 ^ r0 ^ 9varscjvarscj  varsc0j ^ r0
2 9u[ni1# ci \AAiPP 9vd;
which can be simplified by using Proposition 2.1 to
9uu  u0 ^ r0 2 9u[ni1# ci \AAiPP 9vd:
By using the definition of A, we obtain
9uu  u0 ^ r0 2A
Xn
i1
askci ! Ai
" #" #
PP d
as required.
Case 4: A  tellc. Because tellc0 is reduced in d, it follows that
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2# c: A:5
Because removing an existential and conjoining a new equality both strengthen any
constraint, we have
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r06 9vv  v0 ^ r0:
Therefore, it follows from the assumption on d and from the fact that d is down-
wards closed, that
9u[vu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2 9vd:
Combining this with Eq. (A.5) and quantifying both sides, we have
9uu  u0 ^ v  v0 ^ r0 2 9u# c \ 9vd:
Since the variables of v do not occur in u, u0, v0, or r0, this simplifies by using Pro-
position 2.1 to
9uu  u0 ^ r0 2 9u# c \ 9vd
as required to complete this case.
Case 5: A  Stop: There are two cases. If d 6# false, then AStop
PP d # true, so the desired containment holds trivially. If d # false, then by as-
sumption on d, 9vv  v0 ^ r0 # false. From this it follows that r0  false. So the
desired containment is again trivial. 
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